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Abstract
The aim of the project is to construct a land cover map by classification using a singledate satellite image and complete an accuracy assessment of the map output. The
tools for completing this work will be done using a suite of open source software, with
a focus on the programming language – R. The urban land cover map will be created
by training machine learning algorithms and use them to predict land cover across
County Dublin landscape. The models are trained from a user generated reference
data set, manually collected through thorough examination of remotely sensed data
sources. The resulting models are then applied across the landscape, producing socalled classification maps, one for each model. Finally, to reveal how much we can
rely on the resulted classification maps, there will be an assessment agreement with a
second reference data set, generated using a stratified random sampling process
and high-resolution aerial imagery. The reference data set will be compared to the
classified map images, establishing the accuracy estimates.
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1. Introduction
In the past decades, there are two main phenomena affecting urban environments:
urbanization and climate change. In this project, the focus is on urbanisation and
ways to help key stakeholders answering different related questions.
While 4.439 billion people were living on earth in 1980, the number had climbed to
7.349 billion in 2014, and it is projected that the world’s population will grow to 9.725
billion by 2050 (URBANET, 2016).

Whether the process of urbanization is harnessed and managed, or allowed to fuel
growing divides, will largely determine the future of inequality, says UN DESA’s World
Social Report 2020. For the first time in history, more people now live in urban than in
rural areas. And over the next three decades, global population growth is expected
to take place almost exclusively in the world’s cities and towns. The total number of
people living in cities is expected to grow from approximately 4.4 billion today to 6.7
billion in 2050 (United Nations, n.d.), which represents nearly 66% of the total
population.

When properly planned and managed, urbanization can reduce poverty and
inequality by improving employment opportunities and quality of life, through better
education and health. But when poorly planned, urbanization can lead to
congestion, higher crime rates, pollution, increased levels of inequality and social
exclusion (United Nations, n.d.).
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The above infographic compares the respective shares of the urban population by
continent. We can see Europe with an urban share of 74% of its population, the third
highest in the world.

Problem: Urbanization is growing at an unprecedented speed.
Questions
This unprecedented growing speed of the urbanisation raise various questions, such
as:
→ How does expanding population affect Dublin’s landscape?
→ Are we making good use of the limited space in Dublin urban area?
→ What is the impact of urbanization on Dublin local transport?

Key Stakeholders
The above questions are of great interest for local governmental agencies and
international financial institutions, to name a few.

Key Information
To help local governmental agencies answering those questions, reliably knowing the
location and characteristics of the local human settlement is a must.

Objective:

Generate a good quality classification map of County Dublin and

expose its local human settlement characteristics.
Advancements in remote sensing technologies have rapidly expanded over the past
decade, thanks in part to its ability to capture large amounts of open source data
and integrate with a variety of different data platforms.
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Approach: Use open source Earth observation data and analyse it using machine
learning to provide improved situational awareness.
Currently, there are a bunch of Earth observation missions, like Landsat 8, Sentinel 2
and Sentinel 1, providing huge volumes of remote sensing data products free of
charge. Each of these satellites has unique specifications and different mission goals
and may well complement each other for this type of research1.

Assumptions:

At its most basic, Earth observation data can cover large areas at

low or even free of cost whilst capturing multi-temporal data. It offers a limitless range
of functionality and has the potential to benefit anyone seeking to better understand
their local environment.

2. Background
Land surface & use is constantly changing but detecting these changes in areas such
as agriculture or urban areas can be complex. By using satellite imagery and
supervised learning models such as Random Forest and Support Vector Machines, we
can create quality land cover classification maps that help local authorities make
improved strategical decisions.

Scope:

The scope of this project is to create an accurate classification map of

County Dublin to expose elementary categories such as: bare soil, water, grassland,
forest, urban low density, and urban high density, by analysing the land cover using
machine learning techniques such as: Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) algorithms.
To pursue the successful completion of this project, will follow the steps presented on
RESEDA, a Remote Sensing Data Analysis2 online course. Together with all the
knowledge and skills earned on the taught modules of the Higher Diploma in Science
in Data Analytics at DBS, will help achieving the desired land cover classification map
of County Dublin.
These objectives include the following:
•
•

1
2

getting acquainted with the acquisition and processing of remote
sensing image data
gaining good knowledge of basic and advanced concepts for a
complete project implementation using remote sensing imagery – with
a special focus on automatization of individual operations and big
data processing

RESEDA website accessed on 26/04/2020, https://blogs.fu-berlin.de/reseda/acquire/
RESEDA, https://blogs.fu-berlin.de/reseda/
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•

gaining ability to use the statistical programming language R in a Linux
environment

Other more technical skills gaining upon completion of this project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

classify image data in R with Random Forest and SVM
visualize results in R and QGIS
process Sentinel imagery in SNAP
validate classification map results in R
download big data using Bulk Download Application – a Software for
Bulk Downloading of remote sensing data
use GDAL – Geospatial Data Abstraction Library

3. Requirements Specification and Design
The methodology used to achieve the above-mentioned functions is depicted below:

Project’s Roadmap
Remote
Sensing Big
Data
Environment

Satellite Imagery
Product
Acquisition

Remote Sensing
Data Pre-processing

Model Validation

Supervised
Machine Learning

Data Exploration
and Visualisation
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Remote Sensing and Big Data Environment
Currently there are multiple avenues for creating such desired working environment:
on premises, on specialised on-line platforms, and on cloud platforms (free of charge
or within the trial / student credit allowance).
The different options of resources and equipment required to complete this project
are listed below:
1. Oracle Virtual Machine (reseda3) – on premises environment – with its technical
specifications to include:
the statistical programming language R,
Linux environment command line,
SNAP (remote sensing software),
QGIS (geographic information system)
This VM works on a laptop that meets the following minimum
requirements:
▪ 64-bit (x64) processor
▪ minimum of 8 GB system memory (RAM)
▪ at least 20 GB of available space on hard drive
▪ internet access
2. Anaconda – on premises environment – with over 11 million users, Anaconda is
the world’s most popular Python data science platform and the foundation of
modern machine learning and AI. Although Python was not used in this project,
I used Jupyter Notebook and R on Anaconda platform.
o
o
o
o
o

3. The RUS Service (Research and User Support) – on-line free access platform –
providing access to a powerful computing Linux environment based on
scalable Virtual Machines, dedicated hands-on webinars, and personalised
advice and assistance for remote sensing data exploration, processing and
interpretation
4. Google Cloud – cloud platform environment – with the Free Tier option (Google,
2020) offering a 12-month free trial with $300 credit to use with any Google
Cloud services
5. Azure Machine Learning – cloud platform environment – providing a wide
range of options for virtual environments with scalable storage and compute
power (on demand compute virtual machine). With the student subscription,
in addition to the $100 credit there are a wide range of products free to use,
like machine learning workspaces (Microsoft, 2020)

3

Provided by (Freie Universität Berlin, 2018)
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For convenience, for this project I will be using mostly the first three options: the reseda
VM and Jupyter Notebook and R on Anaconda (installed on premises) and the RUS
service (cloud based).
The RUS Service environment was initiated by the European Commission, and is an online free-access platform promoting the uptake of Copernicus (Sentinel) data and
supporting the scaling up of research and development activities. It comes with all
necessary pre-installed software.

Data Acquisition
Land Cover is the materials that cover the Earth's surface, such as vegetation and
human settlements. Satellites can be used to monitor how this land cover is being used
and detect changes to the land over time.
In the Copernicus Open Access Hub4, Sentinel products are provided for download
via HTTP in the .ZIP archive file format.
Sentinel-2 provide high resolution optical image data to support different land
monitoring studies, including the monitoring of built up areas.
Sentinel-2 Level-2A is the surface reflectance, or Bottom-Of-Atmosphere (BOA),
product and is corrected by any distortion of atmosphere, terrain, and cirrus clouds.
Level-2A datasets come with some additional data layers: aerosol optical thickness-,
water vapour, and scene classification maps and quality indicators, including cloud
and snow probabilities. You can choose a resolution (10 m, 20 m, or 60 m) in which all
channels are resampled uniformly.

4

(Copernicus Open Access Hub, 2014-2020)
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The Sentinel 2 image used in this project was downloaded from the above-mentioned
Copernicus website and its product id is:
•

S2A_MSIL2A_20200415T114351_N0214_R123_T29UPV_20200415T142447

4. Implementation
Fortunately, Sentinel 2 products are already radiometrically and geometrically
corrected. Moreover, for Level-2 scenes, the atmosphere correction is already done
by the data provider.
The focus here is on resampling the initial image to the study area to reduce
computational time and then converting the resulted product into a GeoTIFF file. A
GeoTIFF file is a standard used in many GIS software solutions and allows
georeferencing information to be embedded within the TIFF-file itself. Such
information includes the map projection, the coordinate system, the ellipsoid, the
geodetic datum, the geospatial extent, and many more.

SNAP – Image Processing Workflow Chart
The Sentinel 2 image processing tool used here is SNAP Desktop version 7.0.3.
Figure 3 summarizes the steps to process and export optical data using SNAP:
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Sentinel-2
Level-2A product

GEO Tiff file

Resampling
Raster

Subset
Raster

Figure 3: Systematic workflow for the processing of S2 image in SNAP

Sentinel 2 data (Freie Universität Berlin, 2018) is delivered as zip-compressed files in
Sentinel’s own SAFE format. The spectral bands are stored as jpg-files in this SAFE
container in three different geometric resolutions (10 m, 20 m & 60 m as shown
in Section Sentinel 2). As it is much easier to work with a so-called raster stack, these
jpg-files will be stacked into a single geotiff-file of a uniform pixel size of 10 m. To
minimize the computational time and the data volume, will subset the important data
from the SAFE container during pre-processing.
I will be using the desktop app SNAP and its built-in Graph Processing Tool, which results
in the following intermediate steps (Freie Universität Berlin, 2018):
1. resample all bands to 10 m
2. spatial and bands subset
3. save image as geotiff / bigtiff to hard drive

Data Pre-processing
Process Sentinel-2 image using SNAP:
•
•
•

•

Import and open the S2 image data into SNAP
Resample the file and select spectral band 2, setting the geometric
resolution of final product to 10 meters
Visualize the product by opening the RGB image window and
choosing different combinations of channels, such as:
o 4-3-2 bands for natural colour
o 8-4-3 bands for false-colour infrared
o 12-11-4 bands for false-colour urban
Subset the resampled file to reflect the desired area of interest,
County Dublin in this instance, select 13 bands and export file to
GeoTiff, as shown in the two print screen figures below:
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Explore the quality scene classification band and its data:

For the nest steps in the project, I will be using QGIS as a Geographic Information
System and R in the scripting environment for conducting geospatial data science
workflow. For work efficiency and reproducibility, these two environments are
integrated both in the Reseda Virtual Machine as well as in the RUS service. R and
QGIS are both open-source software with a great online supporting community.
R is perhaps the most powerful computer environment for data analysis that is
currently available (Hijmans, 2016), and due to its versatility, it has become very
popular across data analysts in many fields, including geography. R is preferred for its
reproducibility – analyses performed in R can be reproduced and verified, and for its
large community – over 2 million users worldwide. R also has a large collection of
packages – over 8000 R packages for data munging, geo-statistics, statistical
modelling, visualisation, machine learning and more.
Courage Kamusoko (in his book Remote Sensing Image Classification in R) stated that
“while R is a good software or platform for graphics, statistical analysis, and machine
learning given the number of packages available, it might not be appropriate for the
analysis of massive remotely-sensed data. This is because the data being analysed in
R is held in memory. However, there are many innovations in big data analytics such
as parallel computing technologies in R or even cloud computing.”
R packages for spatial data analysis used in this project:
o
o
o
o
o

sp – provides classes and methods for spatial data
rgdal – importing and exporting geospatial data formats
rgeos – handling operations on topologies
raster – working with raster data
randomForest – to use functions for Random Forest algorithm
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o

e1071 – to use functions for Support Vector Machine algorithm

Data Exploration and Visualisation
Testing remote sensing image visualisation and manipulation using R
The below print screen and next two images are showing how easy satellite images
can be managed using R. The initial Sentinel-2 image was cropped to create a smaller
image on which classification samples can be created more easily.
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Data Science Algorithms – Supervised Classification
Supervised or directed data science (Kotu & Deshpande, 2019) tries to infer a function
or relationship based on labeled training data and uses this function to map new
unlabeled data. Supervised machine learning techniques predict the value of the
output variables based on a set of input variables. To do this, a model is developed
from a training dataset where the values of input and output are previously known.
The model generalizes the relationship between the input and output variables and
uses it to predict for a dataset where only input variables are known. The output
variable that is being predicted is also called a class label or target variable and in
our case, they will represent the various classes of land cover: forest, urban high
density, industrial area, etc…
Consequently, we need to create a set of labelled training samples and we will do so
using QGIS, then we will process them in R, coercing them in the form of a data frame
which will be handled more easily later on by our machine learning algorithms.
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As our response or target variable is categorical, we are going to use two of the main
popular classifiers: Random Forest and Support Vector Machine.
The idea is to develop models based on predictor information (our classes) that can
be applied to classify maps from new and unseen data.

Create Training Data Samples in QGIS
QGIS is a free and open-source cross-platform desktop geographic information
system application that supports viewing, editing, and analysis of geospatial data. The
version used here is the stable release 3.12.0 "București".
QGIS (Swenda, 2016) – Geographic Information System – is a computerized system
designed for the storage, retrieval, and analysis of geographically referenced data.
GIS is a very sophisticated system that provides us with the ability to analyse the trends
and patterns of our existing environment.
The main capability of GIS that makes it distinguishable from other similar programs is
that the data are spatially referenced using map projections and coordinate systems.
Another powerful feature of a GIS system is that different spatial data layers can be
overlaid, manipulated, and combined to form composite layers:
o
o
o

Soils + land cover
Zoning + land use
Buffer, clip, etc.

The third main capability of GIS is that spatial features are linked to tabular data like
in a relational database.
Sampling - to ensure that the polygons that will be created, are geographically
correctly located, will generate a new shapefile, which shares exactly this
georeferenced system as the raster file, and in our case that is:
o

CRS: WGS 84 / UTM zone 29N, EPSG: 32629

Create training polygons that define relevant areas to differentiate between desired
target classes: bare land, cropland, water, forest, green area, industrial area, urban
low density, and urban high density (see the two print screens below with examples).
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Classification Map in R
To classify the County Dublin land cover in six elementary categories: bare soil, water,
grassland, forest, urban low density, and urban high density, I will make use of Random
Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms.

Prepare Samples for Classification
To prepare the samples for classification, we need the image dataset of our area of
interest (masked.tif) and the shapefile (previously created in QGIS –
training_data2.shp) containing polygons to which the respective class is attributed.
Will check if the projections of the two datasets are identical so we can work with
both data sets easily. Will take a note of each corresponding number of classes as
will need it later on in QGIS for validation process:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

1 bareland
2 cropland
3 forest
4 green_area
5 industrial
6 residential_high
7 residential_low
8 water
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Will convert the classes column into factor data type as classifiers can only work with
integers instead of strings of characters like cropland or industrial. To ensure we work
with unbiased data, will extract samples with class labels from initial dataset and put
them all together in a data frame. The data frame consists of columns of bands with
pixels data and an automatically assigned ID for each class polygon for each pixel.
Using the match() function we can add another column to our data representing
each class, and the resulted data set will look like the below:

We can also visualise the differentiation of our classes per band by creating a
spectral profiles plot:

Random Forests
Random Forests (Lantz, 2019) is an ensemble learner focused only on ensembles of
decision trees. This method was championed by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler, and
combines the base principles of bagging with random feature selection to add
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additional diversity to the decision tree models. A standard RF model is based on
generating a large number of decision trees during the training phase, each
constructed using a different subset of the training dataset. Those subsets (bootstrap
samples) are randomly selected and with replacement. After the training of the
algorithm, each of those decision trees is capable to map input data X (like
reflectance within Sentinel 2 bands) to an output response y (such as our class labels:
bare land, cropland, residential high areas, ..). After the ensemble of trees (the forest)
is generated, the model uses a vote to combine the trees predictions.
Although the model is not easily interpretable, it offers a range of advantages: it is
easy to use, it can handle noisy or missing data, as well as categorical or continuous
features, it identifies and selects only the most important features, and can be used
on data with an extremely large number of features.
We are going to test two RF models in R: one automatically tuned by using tuneRF()
function, and one manually tuned using the classical randomForest() function.
By using the tuneRF() function, we automatically get a plot unveiling the OOB errors
in respect to different mtry settings. This feature automatically identifies the
best mtry setting using it to generate the optimal RF model:

The confusion matrix is shown below:
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By looking at the importance variable we see the most significant features for the
classification, in our case showing band 1, band 5 and band 7:

When plotting the RF model, we visualise the relationship between the OOB error
and the number of trees used, each coloured line representing one class, only the
black line showing the mean error:
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We can see a decrease in the error with increasing number of trees and residential
high and residential low classes have the highest OOB error values.
The manual tuning of Random Forest model unveils a different perspective: and that
is of using a mtry value of 4 instead of 7 for a better performance:
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The resulted RF classification map is represented in the image below:
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So far, the best performance model is shown by the manually fitted RF model, and
this performance will be later assessed in a validation process.
Testing the RF model for different sample sizes on multiple runs gives us an idea on the
ideal number of samples to draw per each class to get better performance. From the
below plot it is indicated that the more samples we have per class the lower the error:
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Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machine is a powerful algorithm and, although it may have high
computational costs for data with large number of attributes, this type of model is
preferred due to its flexibility in application, robustness, and overfitting resistance.
SVM (Kotu & Deshpande, 2019) is a classification method. It works on the principle of
fitting a boundary to a region of points that are all alike (that is, belong to one class).
Once a boundary is fitted on the training sample, for any new points (test sample)
that need to be classified, one must simply check whether they lie inside the boundary
or not. The advantage of a SVM is that once a boundary is established, most of the
training data is redundant. All it needs is a core set of points that can help identify and
fix the boundary. These data points are called support vectors because they “ support
” the boundary. There is a comprehensive R script in the appendix that produces the
below output and classification map:
Parameter tuning of ‘svm’:
- sampling method: 5-fold cross validation
- best parameters:
Gamma Cost
1
32
- best performance: 0.06836135
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SVM Classification Map

5. Testing and Results
Random Forest Model Validation
We have so far generated two classification maps and we want to know how much
we can rely on them. Therefore, to underpin the meaningfulness of our results, we
need to perform a validation process.
We already have a training dataset (the classes polygons) and a testing dataset (the
image less classes) for each of the models. To validate our models, we need a socalled validation dataset that is completely independent from the above-mentioned
datasets to provide an unbiased evaluation of the fitted model.
To create the validation data set we will create validation samples in R. There are
three main sampling methods commonly used: random sampling, stratified random
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sampling and equalized stratified random sampling. Here we will make use of the third
one, ensuring that all classes are exact same size anywhere on the map.
The R script generates exactly 50 samples per class within our area of interest and the
distribution of the validation points is shown in the image below:

These samples are then carefully manually labelled in QGIS with the help of a plugin
software called OpenLayers that imports high resolution Google Satellite imagery.
After this step, our validation data is complete, and it is saved on the hard disk as a
shapefile named validation_RF.shp.
The next step is to look at the confusion matrix in R, the significance test and the
confidence intervals. The confusion matrix gives us three useful metrics:
1. The user accuracy
2. Producer accuracy
3. Overall accuracy
> UA # user’s accuracies
1
2
3
4
5
8
40.00000 100.00000 60.00000 100.00000 91.66667
63636
> PA <- diag(accmat) / colSums(accmat) * 100
> PA # producer’s accuracies

6

7

50.00000

20.00000

63.
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1
2
3
4
5
8
66.66667 78.57143 60.00000 70.00000 68.75000
00000
> OA <- sum(diag(accmat)) / sum(accmat) * 100
> OA # overall accuracy
[1] 69.01408

6
55.55556

7
25.00000 100.

Confusion matrix:
Reference
Prediction
b
c
b
4.0
0.0
c
0.0 11.0
f
0.0
0.0
g
0.0
0.0
ind
0.0
0.0
rh
0.0
3.0
rl
2.0
0.0
w
0.0
0.0
Sum
6.0 14.0
PA
66.7 78.6

f
1.0
0.0
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
5.0
60.0

g
0.0
0.0
2.0
7.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
10.0
70.0

ind
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
16.0
68.8

rh
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
5.0
1.0
2.0
9.0
55.6

rl
w
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
7.0
4.0
7.0
25.0 100.0

Sum
UA
10.0 40.0
11.0 100.0
5.0 60.0
7.0 100.0
12.0 91.7
10.0 50.0
5.0 20.0
11.0 63.6
71.0
69.0

Significance test: getting P-value and confidence interval:
> pvalue
[1] 0.001820405
> CI95 <- sign$conf.int[1:2]
> CI95 # confidence interval at alpha=0.05
[1] 0.5692445 0.7945914

In the exact same way, there can be done a validation of the SVM model.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
It was spent on average about 80% of the time on doing research on remote sensing
data and how to download, dealing with raster type of data in R, getting acquainted
with new tools and technologies like QGIS, SNAP, Jupyter Notebook, Azure Machine
Learning, and only the reminder of 20% on the actual machine learning models.
Nevertheless, I am fascinated at the possibility of accessing this type of information
and using it for solving real problems.
The two resulted classification maps, when visually analysed, look very close to reality.
But of course, it’s the details that matter and knowing by what degree we can rely on
them it’s vital for their purpose of being used in solving real urbanisation problems.
In conclusion, the resulted p-value is lower than 0.05 but also not too low, so the
Random Forest classification resulted map is somewhat significant. If the classification
were repeated under the same conditions, it can be assumed that the overall
accuracy is 95% in the range of 56.92% to 79.45%. There is room for improvement such
as more model tuning, different resampling techniques, searching for a better model
performance.
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It is indicated to further analysis and validation of the SVM model performance so
there can be made a comparison between the models.
Overall, this project may provide a starting point for another analysis, like a
comparison of the resulted classification maps with similar back-dated maps and
perform a land cover urban change analysis using time series.
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8. Appendices
Most of the coding is inspired from the reseda (Freie Universität Berlin, 2018) blog
website with proper adjustments and amendments, and manual model tuning
method.
extractRaster.r

## Subset and crop the initial Sentinel 2 image to area of interest
# start with clean environment
rm(list = ls())
graphics.off()
# .libPaths("C:/Users/Roxana/anaconda3/envs/r_env/lib/R/library")
# .libPaths()
# install.packages("RColorBrewer", lib =
"C:/Users/Roxana/anaconda3/envs/r_env/lib/R/library")
library(raster)
library(rgdal)
#library(rgeos) # dealing with vector data
library(RColorBrewer)
setwd("~/RDemo/capstone/Sentinel2data")
# read in the Sentinel 2 image that was resampled previously in SNAP
img <stack("subset_0_of_S2A_MSIL2A_20200415T114351_N0214_R123_T29UPV_2020
0415T142447_resampled.tif")
# read in the administrative areas shapefile
ireland_shp <readOGR("C://Users/Roxana/Documents/RDemo/capstone/webdata/aministra
tiveAreas", "0b3cbe50-ea67-467b-adb6-f3d9d3aaa43a2020329-1f7bsff.bn1f")
ireland_shp
compareCRS(ireland_shp, img) # check if the projections of the two
datasets are identical
# they don't have same projection, so we will use spTransform() fc
to fix that
plot(ireland_shp, col=brewer.pal(n = 8, name = 'Paired'))
nlayers(img)
res(img)
crs(img)
crs(ireland_shp)
head(ireland_shp)
ireland_shp <- spTransform(ireland_shp, CRS("+init=EPSG:32629"))
compareCRS(ireland_shp, img)
plotRGB(img, r=4, g=3, b=2, stretch="lin")
plot(ireland_shp, col=brewer.pal(n = 8, name = 'Set2'), add=TRUE)
table(ireland_shp$COUNTY) # how many areas per county
codublin <- which(ireland_shp$COUNTY == 'DUBLIN') # selecting rows
for Co. Dublin areas
codublin
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codublin <- ireland_shp[codublin, ] # change it to a
SpatialPolygonsDataFrame
codublin
plot(codublin)
head(codublin)
#buff <- gBuffer(codublin, width = 100, byid = TRUE)
codublin_shp <- crop(ireland_shp, codublin)
codublin_shp
plot(codublin_shp)
head(codublin_shp) # we spot other counties other than Dublin (like
Meath and Leixlip)
vect <- which(codublin_shp$COUNTY != 'DUBLIN') # making sure they
are not included
codublin_shp <- codublin_shp[-vect,]
img_subset <- crop(img, codublin_shp) # subset raster according to
shapefile
plotRGB(img_subset, r=4, g=3, b=2, stretch="lin")
plot(codublin_shp, border='white', add=TRUE)
masked <- mask(img_subset, codublin_shp) # mask to co dublin area,
this takes 5 mins
plotRGB(masked, r=4, g=3, b=2, stretch="lin")
nlayers(masked)
compareCRS(ireland_shp, masked)
masked
# save the resulting object to the hard drive
save(masked, file="masked.rda")
# and load it from the hard disk if necessary
# load(file="masked.rda")
#Explore and visualise
head(masked)
hasValues(masked)
names(masked)
plotRGB(masked, r=3, g=3, b=3, stretch="lin")
# examine the underlying data distribution in more detail.
# we can look at a histogram of a specific band with the function
hist()
extent(masked[[3]])
band3 <- masked[[3]]
hist(band3,
breaks = 200,
xlim = c(0, 4000),
ylim = c(0, 12000),
xlab = "band 3 reflectance value [DN * 0.01]",
ylab = "frequency",
main = "histogram Sentinel2 band 3 (green)"
)
# save area of interest on hard drive
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masked <- stack(masked)
masked <- masked[[1:7]] # keep only first 7 bands
names <- c("band1","band2","band3","band4","band5","band6","band7")
bandnames <- paste0(names, format=".tif") # change band names
names(masked) <- bandnames
hasValues(masked)
writeRaster(masked, "masked.tif", "GTiff", overwrite = T)

prepareSamples.r

# here I am going to work with the raster file masked.tif created
from the Sentinel 2 product,
# which was subset and cropped to the size of the Co Dublin
administrative area according to
# the shapefile, and with training_data2.shp file created in QGIS
# .libPaths("C:/Users/Roxana/anaconda3/envs/r_env/lib/R/library")
# .libPaths()
library(raster)
library(plyr)
set.seed(1)
setwd("~/RDemo/capstone/Sentinel2data")
img <- brick("masked.tif")
shp <shapefile("C://Users/Roxana/Documents/RDemo/capstone/QGISprocessed/t
raining_data2.shp")
shp
compareCRS(shp, img) # check if the projections of the two datasets
are identical
plotRGB(img, r=4, g=3, b=2, stretch="lin")
plot(shp, col="red", add=TRUE)
# give classes meaningful names
x <- as.factor(shp$classes)
levels(x)
x <- revalue(x, c("b"="bareland", "c"="cropland", "f"="forest",
"g"="green_area",
"ind"="industrial",
"rh"="residential_high","rl"="residential_low", "w"="water"))
levels(x)
for (i in 1:length(unique(x))) {
cat(paste0(i, " ", levels(x)[i]), sep="\n")
}
# convert the classes column into factor data type as classifiers
can only work
# with integers instead of character strings like water or forest
for (i in 1:length(unique(shp$classes))) {
cat(paste0(i, " ", levels(as.factor(shp$classes))[i]), sep="\n")
}
names(img) # will change the name of the bands
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names(img) <- c("b1", "b2", "b3", "b4", "b5", "b6", "b7")
shp$classes[1:8]
levels(as.factor(shp$classes))[1:8]
# extract samples with class labels from initial dataset and put
them all together in a dataframe
# the next process may take some long time, depending on the spatial
resolution of raster data
smp <- extract(img, shp, df = TRUE) # this is important to ensure we
work with unbiased data
# The data frame has as many rows as pixels could be extracted and
as many columns as input features are
# given (in this example the spectral channels). In addition, smp
also provides a column named ID, which
# holds the IDs of the former polygon for each pixel (each polygon
is automatically assigned an ID).
# Furthermore, we also know which polygon, i.e., each ID, belongs to
which class. Because of this,
# we can establish a relationship between the deposited ID of each
pixel and the class using the match()
# function. We use this to add another column to our data query
describing each class. Then we delete
# the ID column because we do not need it anymore:
head(smp)
smp$cl <- as.factor( shp$classes[ match(smp$ID, seq(nrow(shp)) ) ] )
smp <- smp[-1] # delete the ID column as it is not needed
dim(smp)
head(smp)
# save the resulting object to the hard drive
save(smp, file="smp.rda")
# and load it from the hard disk if necessary
# load(file="smp.rda")
# this way, the extract function does not have to be repeated again
and again...
summary(smp$cl)
table(shp$classes)
# spectral profiles plot
# The differentiation of our classes per bands
sp <- aggregate( . ~ cl, data = smp, FUN = mean, na.rm = TRUE )
# plot empty plot of a defined size
plot(0,
ylim = c(min(sp[2:ncol(sp)]), max(sp[2:ncol(sp)])),
xlim = c(1, ncol(smp)-1),
type = 'n',
xlab = "Sentinel-2 bands",
ylab = "reflectance [% * 100]"
)
# define colors for class representation, one color per class
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mycolors <c("#e9eba4","#D95F02","#14614a","#78c91c","#e0d7d1","#801630","#de4e
71","#2eabf0")
# draw one line for each class
for (i in 1:nrow(sp)){
lines(as.numeric(sp[i, -1]),
lwd = 4,
col = mycolors[i]
)
}
# add a grid
grid()
# add a legend
sp$cl <- revalue(sp$cl, c("b"="bareland", "c"="cropland",
"f"="forest", "g"="green_area",
"ind"="industrial",
"rh"="residential_high","rl"="residential_low", "w"="water"))
legend(as.character(sp$cl),
x = "topleft",
col = mycolors,
lwd = 5,
bty = "n"
)

RF_classification.r

# RF Classification
library(raster)
library(randomForest)
library(rgdal)
library(rgeos)
set.seed(1)
setwd("~/RDemo/capstone/Sentinel2data")
img <- brick("masked.tif")
names(img) # will change the name of the bands
names(img) <- c("b1", "b2", "b3", "b4", "b5", "b6", "b7")
load(file="smp.rda")
head(smp)
colSums(is.na(smp)) # verify if there are NA values
table(smp$cl) # identify the number of available training samples
per class
# we can see that we currently have an imbalanced data set (one
class contains significantly more samples than the other)
# This often leads to the problem that classifiers favor and
overclass those strongly-represented classes in
# the classification.
# In this case, we will perform undersampling procedure (down-sizing
the non-events by removing observations at random until the dataset
is balanced)
smp.size <- rep(min(summary(smp$cl)), nlevels(smp$cl)) # downsampling
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smp.size
# The complete training takes place via just one function call of
tuneRF(); this fc searches for the best param
# setting for mtry - the no of vars available for each tree node.
The no of trees to grow 250-1000 trees are
# usually sufficient, the more the better, but many trees will
increase calculation time. We need to specify
# training samples as x (i.e. all columns of our smp dataframe
except the last one) and the corresponding class
# labels as y (the last column of smp dataframe called cl):
RF_model <- tuneRF(x = smp[-ncol(smp)], # specify training samples
y = smp$cl,
# specify the class label
sampsize = smp.size, # define how many samples
it should draw per class
strata = smp$cl,
# defines the column which
should use for this stratified sampling
ntree = 300,
# trees to grow
importance = TRUE,
# allows the subsequent
assessment of the variable importance
doBest = TRUE
# get the RF with the
optimal mtry
)
# using tuneRF we automatically get a plot about the OOB errors
depending of different mtry settings
# the optimal mtry (the number of features randomly selected at each
split) here is 7
RF_model # get confusion matrix based on the training data
# our Out-of-Bag Error (Misclassification Rate) is 3.28%
varImpPlot(RF_model) # plot the variable importance to identify
which are the most important features for
# the classification - here b1, b7 and b5
# MeanDecreaseAccuracy: we permute all threshold values of a
specific feature (band5) and see how the
# purity in a Leaf Node changes. In detail: we count the number of
correctly classified OOB samples once
# the tree is grown. After that, we randomly permutate the values of
a specific feature for the OOB samples
# and classify the OOB samples again. The difference of correctly
classified samples between permuted
# and original OOB data, averaged over all trees, is the
MeanDecreaseAccuracy.
# MeanDecreaseGini: each time a split is done, both sub-nodes become
more pure and the Gini values decrease.
# The sum of all Gini decreases for each individual feature (band5)
over all trees is the MeanDecreaseAccuracy.
# plot the relationship between OOB Error and the number of trees
used. We can color the lines by passing a
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# vector of hex-colors whose length equals the number of classes
plus one (the first color is the average OOB line,
# which is also plotted automatically)
plot(RF_model, col =
c("#e9eba4","#D95F02","#14614a","#78c91c","#e0d7d1","#801630","#de4e
71","#2eabf0"))
# We can see a decrease in the error with increasing number of
trees, where the urban classes have the highest OOB error values
#### manual tuning of model
oob_error <- double(7) # similar to rep(); create double precision
vectors
test_error <- double(7)
img2 <- stack(img)
imgdf <- as.data.frame(img2)
head(imgdf)
imgdf <- na.omit(imgdf)
head(imgdf)
dim(imgdf)
for (mtry in 1:7){
fit_RF <- randomForest(smp$cl ~., smp[-ncol(smp)], ntree=300,
mtry=mtry)
oob_error[mtry] <- fit_RF$err.rate[300] # error of all trees
fitted
pred <- predict(fit_RF, imgdf)
test_error[mtry] <- with(imgdf, mean(smp$cl == pred))
cat(mtry, " ") # printing the output to the console
}
mean(fit_RF$err.rate)
test_error
oob_error
matplot(1:mtry, cbind(oob_error, test_error), pch=19,
col=c("red","blue"), type="b",
ylab="Error", xlab="Number of Predictors Considered at each
Split")
legend("center", legend = c("Out of Bag Error", "Test Error"),
pch=19, col=c("red","blue"))
fit_RF
fit_RF <- randomForest(smp$cl ~., smp[-ncol(smp)], ntree=200,
mtry=4)
fit_RF
plot(fit_RF)
save(fit_RF, file = "RF_model.RData")
# load("RF_model.RData")
# predict image data with Random Forest model
result <- predict(img,
fit_RF,
filename = "RF_classification2.tif",
overwrite = TRUE
)
#levels(as.factor(result$RF_classification2))
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# plot the resulted classification map
plot(result,
main = "Co Dublin RF Classification Map",
axes = FALSE,
box = FALSE,
col = c("#e9eba4", # bareland
"#D95F02", # cropland
"#14614a", # forest
"#78c91c", # green_area
"#e0d7d1", # industrial
"#801630", # residential_high
"#de4e71", # residential_low
"#2eabf0" # water
)
)
#
# ##################################################################
# # another way of fitting random forest and decision tree using
random sampling method
# library(caret)
# ctrl <- trainControl(method = "repeatedcv",
#
number = 10, repeats = 10,
# use 10fold CV repeated 10 times
#
selectionFunction = "best",
#
savePredictions = TRUE,
#
classProbs = TRUE,
#
summaryFunction = multiClassSummary)
# grid_rf <- expand.grid(mtry = c(2, 4, 7))
# RNGversion(vstr = "3.6.1"); set.seed(1) # set the random
generators for reproducibility
# m_rf <- train(smp$cl ~ ., data = smp[-ncol(smp)],
#
method = "rf",
#
metric = "ROC",
#
trControl = ctrl,
#
tuneGrid = grid_rf
#
)
# #warnings()
# #install.packages("MLmetrics", dependencies = TRUE)
# # compare the best forest to the best boosted decision tree among
trees with 10 , 25 , 50 , and 100 iterations
# grid2 <- expand.grid(model = "tree",
#
trials = c(10, 25, 50, 100),
#
winnow = FALSE
#
)
# RNGversion(vstr = "3.6.1"); set.seed(1)
# # boosted decision tree model:
# m2 <- train(smp$cl ~ ., data = smp[-ncol(smp)],
#
method = "C5.0",
#
metric = "ROC",
#
trControl = ctrl,
#
tuneGrid = grid2
#
)
# # compare the two approaches side by side.
# # For the random forest model, the results are:
# m_rf
# # For the boosted model, the results are:
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# m2
#
# library(pROC)
# ROC_m_rf <- roc(m_rf$pred$obs, m_rf$pred$yes)
# ROC_m2 <- roc(m2$pred$obs, m2$pred$yes)
# plot(ROC_m_rf, col = "red", legacy.axes = TRUE,
#
main = "ROC curves comparing a RF to a boosted DT")
# plot(ROC_m2, col = "blue", add = TRUE)
#
# # however, until they are used for prediction, we don't know which
model is preferred

Learning_curve.r

# learning curve - similar to Monte Carlo Runs technique
library(raster)
library(randomForest)
# import image and shapefile
setwd("~/RDemo/capstone/Sentinel2data")
img <- brick("masked.tif")
names(img)
names(img) <- c("b1", "b2", "b3", "b4", "b5", "b6", "b7")
load(file="smp.rda")
# number of samples per class chosen for each run
steps <- 2^(1:11)
# number of repetitions of each run
nrepeat = 20
# create empty matrix for final results
r <- matrix(0, 5, length(steps))
for (i in 1:length(steps)) {
# create empty vector for OOB error from each repetition
rtmp <- rep(0, nrepeat)
for (j in 1:nrepeat) {
# shuffle all samples and subset according to size defined in
"steps"
sub <- smp[sample(nrow(smp)),]
sub <- sub[ave(1:(nrow(sub)), sub$cl, FUN = seq) <= steps[i], ]
# RF classify as usual
sub.size <- rep(min(summary(sub$cl)), nlevels(sub$cl))
rfmodel <- tuneRF(x = sub[-ncol(sub)],
y = sub$cl,
sampsize = sub.size,
strata = sub$cl,
ntree = 250,
doBest = TRUE,plot = FALSE
)
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# extract OOB error rate of last tree (the longest trained) and
save to rtmp
ooberrors <- rfmodel$err.rate[ , 1]
rtmp[j] <- ooberrors[length(ooberrors)]
}
# use repetitions to calc statistics (mean, min, max, CI) & save
it to final results matrix
ttest <- t.test(rtmp, conf.level = 0.95)
r[ , i] <- c(mean(rtmp), ttest$conf.int[2], ttest$conf.int[1],
max(rtmp), min(rtmp))
}

# conversion in percent
r <- r * 100
# plot empty plot without x-axis
plot(x = 1:length(steps),
y = r[1,],
ylim = c(min(r), max(r)),
type = "n",
xaxt = "n",
xlab = "number of samples per class",
ylab = "OOB error [%]"
)
# complete the x-axis
axis(1, at=1:length(steps), labels=steps)
# add a grid
grid()
# draw min-max range of OOB errors
polygon(c(1:length(steps), rev(1:length(steps))),
c(r[5, ], rev(r[4, ])),
col = "grey80",
border = FALSE
)
# draw confidence interval 95%
polygon(c(1:length(steps), rev(1:length(steps))),
c(r[3, ], rev(r[2, ])),
col = "grey60",
border = FALSE
)
# draw line of mean OOB
lines(1:length(steps), r[1, ], lwd = 3)
# add a legend
legend("topright",
c("mean", "t-test CI 95%", "min-max range"),
col = c("black", "grey80", "grey60"),
lwd = 3,
bty = "n"
)
# Conclusion: From 1024 samples per class the achieved improvement
is negligible. So 1024 samples
# per class should be enough to get a robust classification.
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Accuracy_statistics.r

# Accuracy Statistics
# using the validation_RF shapefile processed in QGIS
library(raster)
library(plyr)
setwd("~/RDemo/capstone/Sentinel2data")
img.classified <- raster("RF_classification2.tif")
shp.train <shapefile("C://Users/Roxana/Documents/RDemo/capstone/QGISprocessed/t
raining_data2.shp")
shp.valid <- shapefile("validation_RF")
table(shp.valid$validclass)
# We will generate two factor vectors, which we then compare in our
confusion matrix:
# 1. reference : class labels assigned manually in QGIS
# 2. predicted : class labels that resulted in the automatic RF (or
SVM) classification
reference <- as.factor(shp.valid$validclass)
reference # there are NAs, and we will ignore them later on
predicted <- as.factor(extract(img.classified, shp.valid))
predicted
# Once we prepared both factor vectors, we can utilize the table
function in an elegant way to build
# a contingency table of the counts at each combination of factor
levels. We can additionally name
# the vectors so that they are also displayed in the table
accordingly:
accmat <- table("pred" = predicted, "ref" = reference)
accmat
# The numbers reflect the number of validation pixels. All pixels
that have a NA value in either
# reference or predicted were ignored here. This output already
visualize if and where there are
# misclassifications in our map: all pixels located on the diagonale
are correctly classified,
# all pixels off the diagonal are not.
UA
UA
PA
PA
OA
OA

<- diag(accmat) / rowSums(accmat) * 100
# user’s accuracies
<- diag(accmat) / colSums(accmat) * 100
# producer’s accuracies
<- sum(diag(accmat)) / sum(accmat) * 100
# overall accuracy

# create the confusion matrix
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accmat.ext <- addmargins(accmat)
accmat.ext <- rbind(accmat.ext, "Users" = c(PA, NA))
accmat.ext <- cbind(accmat.ext, "Producers" = c(UA, NA, OA))
colnames(accmat.ext) <- c(levels(as.factor(shp.train$classes)),
"Sum", "PA")
rownames(accmat.ext) <- c(levels(as.factor(shp.train$classes)),
"Sum", "UA")
accmat.ext <- round(accmat.ext, digits = 1)
dimnames(accmat.ext) <- list("Prediction" = colnames(accmat.ext),
"Reference" = rownames(accmat.ext))
class(accmat.ext) <- "table"
accmat.ext
# Significance Test
# Furthermore, we can check if the result is purely coincidental,
i.e., whether a random classification
# of the classes could have led to an identical result. We can use a
binomial test for this.
# We only need two values for this test: x = total number of
correctly classified validation points,
# and n = the total number of validation points in our confusion
matrix:
sign <- binom.test(x = sum(diag(accmat)),
n = sum(accmat),
alternative = c("two.sided"),
conf.level = 0.95
)
pvalue <- sign$p.value
pvalue
CI95 <- sign$conf.int[1:2]
CI95 # confidence interval at alpha=0.05
## Conclusion: The p-value is lower than 0.05, so the classification
resulted map is somewhat significant.
# If the classification were repeated under the same conditions, it
can be assumed that the OA is 95%
# in the range of 56.92% to 79.45%. There is room for more model
tuning, resampling,
# to look for further improve model performance.
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